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ABSTRACT Websites are rich resources for the public to access health information, and readability
ensures whether the information can be comprehended. Apart from the linguistic features originated in
traditional readability formulas, the reading ability of an individual is also influenced by other factors such
as age, morbidities, cultural and linguistic background. This paper presents a reader-oriented readability
assessment by combining readability formula scores with machine learning techniques, while considering
reader background. Machine learning algorithms are trained by a dataset of 7 readability formula scores for
160 health articles in official health websites. Results show that the proposed assessment tool can provide
a reader-oriented assessment to be more effective in proxy the health information readability. The key
significance of the study includes its reader centeredness, which incorporates the diverse backgrounds of
readers, and its clarification of the relative effectiveness and compatibility of different medical readability
tools via machine learning.

INDEX TERMS Readability, health information, readability formula, machine learning, reader-oriented.

I. INTRODUCTION
The general population rely heavily on the internet as a main
resource to search for health information [1]–[2]. And the
number of internet user seeking health information has been
increasing dramatically, for example, in U.S., over 74%of
the population search for health information online [3]. And
in a survey by British primary care physicians, 75% of
their patient come with health information retrieved from
the Internet [4]. Studies demonstrate the popularity of online
health information seeking and the trend is continuous grow-
ing [5]–[7], and many professional organizations and govern-
ments are now providing electronic information for online
access. Even for people who are in the middle of phys-
ical care, over half of them would use internet to learn
more about treatment options, medications, and their medical
conditions [7]–[9].

Although along with the advance of internet technology,
searching online for health information is becoming more
and more popular for the general population, the utility of
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health information online may largely depend on its read-
ability. When seeking for health information online, the gen-
eral public often find it difficult to understand the searching
results [10], [11]. Concerns about the readability of online
material have been demonstrated in various studies [12]–[15].
Hard-to-read health information online can cause confu-
sion, misunderstanding, medical errors, let alone to guide
its readers to do the right things according to their symp-
toms [16], [17]. The need for easy-to-read health information
specifically on the topic of infectious diseases is even more
urgent in recent years. The outbreaks of infectious diseases
such as Ebola, Zika, Dengue fever and COVID-19 around
the world require the advancement of effective communica-
tion strategies [18]. Typically, the occurrence of infectious
diseases features rapid spreading, threatening people’s lives
in large quantity, and thus requires urgent response from the
public, so the health information on this point is vital to public
health and safety [19]. For example, during recent COVID-
19 outbreak, internet has been serving as an important vehicle
for the public to obtain disease-related information. Since
the information is intended to the public, it would be very
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supportive for collectively break the chain of infection if it is
easy to understand.

II. RESEARCH GAPS
The assessment of health and medical information under-
standability among the public has been mostly based on
the use of formula-based readability tools (varieties and
functionalities to be elaborated in the next section). Read-
ability tools provide fast, convenient measures of key linguis-
tic features considered as potential barriers to the effective
comprehension of English medical materials. These linguis-
tic assessment tools were originally developed for, clini-
cally tested with readers who are native English speakers.
With the increasing use of English as the main language
in global health education and health promotion, the review
and assessment of health educational resources written in
English for readers and patients from non-native English
backgrounds requires research-based evidence to inform and
support global health education practice and policy making.
This highlights the issue of the suitability of using existing
readability tools to evaluate English materials for different,
diverse reader groups. For example, the definition of difficult
versus easy words (part of readability tools such as Gunning
Fog Index, and Linsear Write Formula can be very different
from readers with different English proficiency, health edu-
cation levels and familiarity with health education traditions
in major English-speaking countries. The interaction of these
external factors may also have an impact on the accessibility
of English healthmaterials. In this study, we employed human
raters from similar language and cultural backgrounds to
review and evaluate the readability of online English health
materials published by international and country-specific
health authorities and not-for-profit health organizations.
They were international students in English tertiary edu-
cation. Their evaluation (interrater reliability reached over
0.7) reflected the actual level of understandability of the
collected resources for evaluation. We then tested the validity
and effectiveness of using a variety of existing readability
tools to predict the readability of English health materials
based on the evaluation results from the target readership,
that is, international students enrolled as research students
in Australian universities. Our study aimed to fill in the
gap in health readability research, whereby the effectiveness
of using existing readability tools to assess English health
materials for non-native speakers with very limited if any
exposure to English-based health education environments
and traditions. Our study also evaluated the effectiveness
of using a variety of machine learning algorithms for the
automated calculation of health information readability to
aid in the rapid, user-adaptive evaluation of health education
materials, which has become increasing relevant, significant
in global health education and health promotion.

III. READABILITY MEASUREMENT
Measuring the readability is one important step toward
making the health information understandable by the

public. Thanks to continuous efforts by pioneering scholars
in the field, several readability formulas were developed
and widely used, including Flesch Reading Ease Score [20],
Gunning Fog Index [21], Fleasch-Kincaid Grade Level [20],
Coleman-Liau Index [22], Simple Measure of Gobbledy-
gook (SMOG) Index [23], Automated Readability Index [24],
Lensear Write Formula [25], etc. Readability formulas are
easy to calculate and provide quantitative evidence to support
the research, as the formulas are built based on linguistic fea-
tures, like word length, sentence length, etc. shown in Table 1.
These formulas have been supporting researchers’ studies for
assessing and subsequently improving readability of assorted
types of reading materials [26], [27].

As its definition goes ‘‘. . . the level of ease or difficulty with
which text material can be understood by a particular reader
who is reading that text . . . ’’ [28], readability is a relative
concept which largely depends on the readers of the text.
While in the calculation of readability scores by mentioned
formulas, diverse features of readers are hardly considered.
The idea of ‘‘one score fits all’’ underlying mentioned read-
ability formulas obviously have large space for improvement
on this point.

Meanwhile, several scholars employ human assessors to
rate the readability difficulty of medical materials [29]. Man-
ual practice is both time-consuming and costly [30]. And for
the massive health information on the internet, human rating
is far from practical [31]. Another concern of human rating
is the individual bias. Inconsistency of assessment is unable
to provide a reliable reference for readability estimation and
suggestions for easy-to-read improvement. But it cannot be
denied that human assessment takes readers’ characteristics
into consideration in a satisfying way, as assessors make
the judgement out of their backgrounds, which represents a
group of people sharing similar social and cultural features.
Therefore, when using human assessment results as criteria
for readability estimation, inter-rater and intra-rater consis-
tency is very important to ensure the positive use of human
assessment.

IV. MACHINE LEARNING FOR READABILITY ESTIMATION
Machine learning (ML) provides an alternative way to esti-
mate readability of written texts. Applying ML method into
readability assessment is not new, and numerous scholars
have come to the consensus that ML methods can help to
improve current readability estimation. In ML, readability
estimation is treated as a process of classification, and ML
techniques work as a classifier to predict which readability
level the text belongs to, with the guidance of multiple sta-
tistical features. This approach enjoys the advantage that the
whole process is data-driven, and the data are obtained auto-
matically, with less manual labor and human bias involved.

Several studies introduce ML methods into readability
estimation, in a hope to include more linguistic features in
the evaluation process than traditional readability formulas
do. Variables processed by ML methods in previous stud-
ies were enlarged from grammatical features to semantic
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TABLE 1. Outline of seven readability formulas.

features, and the readability accuracy was improved to some
extent [31]–[33]. Si and Callan conducted preliminary work
of using unigram language model to predict the difficulty of
reading science web pages [32]. They argued that readability
formulas ignore the content information in the evaluation,
so they used unigram to represent the content in their exper-
iment. The result showed that the proposed method achieved
more accurate assessment for readability of science web
pages. With the help of a variation of the multinomial naïve
Bayes classifier, Collins-Thompson and Callan captured
semantic difficulty across grade levels [31]. It concluded
that reasonably accurate readability measures can be built
by using simple statistical language modelling techniques.
Similarly, another study deployed Support Vector Machine
to classify queries from different grade categories [33]. Both
syntactic and semantic features were derived from queries,
and the model worked better than readability formulas.

However, when applying the ML techniques, researchers
grouped readability levels according to the grade or the
age of the author in advance. Then, they tested the model
accuracy through comparing the prediction results with the
grouping. Unfortunately, the grade or the age of authors
cannot represent the readability level because the readability
is assessed from the perspective of readers rather than the
authors. In other words, the grade or age of the author does
not necessarily equal to the grade or age of readers who can
understand the writing of the very author. This would directly
influence the statistical modelling and prediction accuracy.

Some other researchers also apply ML into readability
evaluation. They labelled the readability levels of texts by
human, rather than grade or years of education. Of course,
human labelling results is more reader oriented.What’s more,
it gives the ML techniques a full play as this approach is

more sophisticated at learning the regularities at training
phase, so as to be more accurate at approximating the human
results at testing phase [34]. In many studies, when employ-
ing human to label, researchers would disregard features
of human labelers in ML approach [33]–[36]. Even though
they have described the demographic features or education
background of the human labelers in their studies, these
features were not taken into consideration in the analysis
or discussion. This also supports the studies concluding that
human labelers do less well in some studies, because different
groups may have different understandings of reading level for
the same text [37]. These features are worthy being studied,
because the human labelers share similar backgrounds, and
the use ofML can be ameans of tuning the readability models
to the needs of a particular group of readers.

Another neglect in previous ML approach in readabil-
ity assessment studies is the value of traditional readabil-
ity formulas. Literatures mostly extract linguistic features
at lexical, syntactical and textual level as ML features to
study [38]–[43]. Undoubtedly, these features influence the
readability level of texts, but the studies tend to deny the
value of traditional formulas as they were developed based
on ‘superficial’ features of word and sentence length. This
study argues that the traditional readability formulas may
have their values in judging readability levels, therefore,
the study deploys statistics by traditional readability formulas
as features of texts to train and test ML models, so as to
combine traditional readability formulas together with ML
approach to better serve the readability studies.

Given this context, this study presents automatic
readability assessment models based on a case of 160 infec-
tious diseases articles on websites in Australia. The mod-
els are developed based on mentioned readability formulas
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and human evaluation for the purpose of supporting the
readability evaluation with concrete statistical evidence and
considering reader characteristics in the evaluation. And
ML methods are adopted to approximate human readability
assessment results, and the proposed reader-oriented read-
ability models can adjust themselves according to specific
reader features. To our best of knowledge, this study is the
first co-designed empirical study that examines the reading
difficulties of infectious disease health information online
in English language and uses a mix methodology to build
up the readability assessment models, combining existing
readability formulas and the machine-learning algorism in a
reader-oriented manner.

V. METHODOLOGY
A. STUDY DESIGN
This study of medical readability evaluation consisted of
three steps. First, the materials on the topic of infectious
diseases were ratedmanually by human assessors, and human
rating results are treated as a golden standard for readability
assessment. This was also the labelling procedure for ML
training and testing later. Second, seven popular readability
formulas were deployed to get readability scores of infec-
tious diseases in a traditional manner. Multiple rating scores
provided statistics for ML to build up models for readability
evaluation. Third, nineML tools were trained with mentioned
data and tested with reference to human rating result to verify
the proposed models.

The design of this study emphasized that readability is
assessed from the perspective of readers, which requires that
the assessment model must be adaptive enough to reflect
different groups of readers’ competences to understand the
medical materials, because in reality, readers are so diverse in
cultural, social and educational backgrounds. In other words,
a reader-oriented readability evaluation model is realized
by ML method, which is actually approximating itself to a
human rating process, ending up with similar human judge-
ment of readability.

B. DATA COLLECTION
In this study, we investigated methods to estimate the
readability level of online medical information, specifi-
cally, infectious diseases education texts for the public. The
source of materials is credible international health websites,
i.e., Health on the Net [44], Australian Government Depart-
ment of Health [45], State Ministry of Health [46], [47].
A total of 1,200 individual articles of varying length were
collected, and 160 of themwere selected randomly as samples
to study in the present study, covering different readability
difficulties.

Human assessors were asked to read and rate all the sample
materials according to their instincts on the difficulty of
readability. The assessors were screened to have English as
their second language, and were aged from 18 to 35 years old,
from non-English speaking families, with advanced bilin-
gual skills and high education level, yet limited medical

knowledge about infectious diseases. Each assessor was
presented with 1,200 materials individually. They were
requested to rate the readability of the materials on a 10-point
Likert scale with their subjectively instant understanding of a
text. The one-point indicated no effort would require from
the readers to understand the text, and the text appeared to be
extremely easy to understand. The five-point would require
some effort in reading to understand with the overall rea-
sonable understandability, whereas the 10-point indicated the
highest level of understandability despite the enormous effort
from the readers, they could still feel confused or lost after
reading. To minimize the fatigue from the assessors, each
assessor was given four days to complete the task. On aver-
age, they finished 300 materials per day. The inter-rater reli-
ability and intra-rater consistency were checked to eliminate
influence of individual bias. The rating results of assessors
are standardized with z score as the final readability score by
human.

Seven methods have been used to estimate the readability
of infectious disease materials, including Flesch Reading
Ease Score [20], Gunning Fog Index [21], Fleasch-Kincaid
Grade Level [20], Coleman-Liau Index [22], SimpleMeasure
of Gobbledygook (SMOG) Index [23], Automated Readabil-
ity Index [24], Lensear Write Formula [25]. That is to say,
each online medical information sample would have seven
readability scores as its statistical features to further train and
test ML models. Here, we outline seven readability formulas
used in this study (Table 1), whose scores would be further
studied for ML training and testing later.

C. DEVELOPING ML MODELS
Using the seven medical resource readability evaluation for-
mulas, we constructed and compared the performance of
nine ML models: XGBoost Tree, Random Trees, Bayes Net,
Random Forest, C&R Tree, C5.0, CHAID, Quest and Neural
Net. Figure 1 (data presented in Tables 3, 4) shows the
gains of the different ML models at the model training and
testing stages. In ML, information gain is often exchange-
able with Kullback–Leibler divergence, or the amount of
information gained about a random variable or signal from
observing another random variable. In our study, we used the
seven well-established medical resource readability evalua-
tion tools to predict the likely outcomes of the target variable
under investigation, i.e. the human judgement of medical
material readability.

The development of ML models is known as decision tree
training, which identifies predictor variables and their associ-
ated value ranges in the classification process of the categor-
ical target variable values. Specifically, in our study, the ML
modelling explores the value ranges of the formula-based
readability tools which can be used as effective variables
to explain the variations in the readability scores by inde-
pendent human assessors. The symbol $ indicates the esti-
mated value/state of the target variable. In order to train
the ML models, we first converted the standardized scores
of the human evaluation into binary data (Table 2). Human
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FIGURE 1. Comparison of Gains of different ML model.

TABLE 2. Binarization of human-based evaluation.

evaluation scores between 5.180 and 6.379 were classi-
fied as Band 1 (TILEN – higher readability or lower diffi-
culty group of texts); and human evaluation scores between
6.379 and 7.577 were classified as Band 2 (TILEN-lower
readability or higher difficulty group of texts). The ML mod-
els predicted the probability of the group affiliation (high
readability 1 versus low readability 2) of each text based
on the automatic evaluation results of the seven medical
readability instruments (Flesch Reading Ease, Gunning-Fog
Index; Flesch-KincaidUSGrade Level; Coleman-Liau Index;
SMOG Index; Automated readability index; Lensear Write
Formula).

VI. RESULTS
Tables 3 and 4 show the incremental gains of the ML models.
The BEST-Scores refers to the ensembled model based on
the optimization of the 9 discrete ML models. In the model
training stage, at the initial 10% level, the ensembled model
($BEST scores_ TILEN) explained as much as one fifth
(20.339%) of the total variation of the binarized scores of the
target variable, i.e. the readability of infectious disease educa-
tional resources based on the human assessment. The model
gains then increased steadily by an average 20% in the next
four stages before completing the iteration after analyzing
50% of the total corpus texts used for model training. In the
testing stage, the ensembled model ($BEST scores_TILEN)
first explained as much as 19.047% of the total variation
of the testing corpus texts. The testing process completed
after the model evaluated 60% of the total corpus texts used
for model testing. Tables 3 and 4 compare the performance
of the 9 ML models at both the model training and testing
stages. Random Forest ($R4) shows a similar performance at

the ensembled model at the training stage, yet its efficiency
at the model testing stage drops significantly. By contrast,
C&R Tree, C5.0, CHAID and Quest had better performance
at the model testing stage, but less effective performance at
the model training stage. The three best ML models were
XGBoost Tree ($XGT-Scores), Random Trees ($R-Scores)
and Bayes Net ($B-Scores) which completed the classifica-
tion after analyzing 60% of the infectious disease corpus texts
in both the model training and testing stages.

Figures 2 shows the classification of the target vari-
able (human evaluation of the readability of infectious dis-
ease educational resources) using Flesch Reading Ease and
Lensear Write Formula scores as the two large predic-
tor variables (predicator importance: 25, 18, respectively).
Medical texts about infectious diseases were classified into
two contrastive groups: Y-axis shows the predicted group
affiliation of medical: Band 1 included texts of higher read-
ability (human-based evaluation of difficulty scores rang-
ing between 5.18-6.38); Band 2 clustered texts of lower
readability (human evaluation of difficulty scores ranging
6.38 and 7.58). X-axis shows the Flesch Reading Ease (FRE)
scores generated automatically by the formula. XGBoost Tree
identified two value ranges of Flesch Reading Ease Scores:
0-50 and 50-100. In Figure 2, a large number of medi-
cal texts of higher readability (Band 1 on Y-axis: $XGT-
Scores_Bin) have FRE values between 38-85; by contrast,
the majority of medical texts of lower readability (Band 2 on
Y-axis) have FRE scores between 0-38. These value ranges
were identified by XGBoost as key grammatical and lexical
features (averaged sentence lengths in words and averaged
word lengths in syllables) of medical texts on infectious dis-
eases. Lensear Write Formula was used as another important
predicator variable in the XGBoost Tree modelling process.
In Figure 2, within the cluster of medical texts of higher
readability ($XGT: Band 1), the majority of texts had Lensear
Write Formula scores between 0-15; whereas within medical
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TABLE 3. Comparison of information gains of ml models.

TABLE 4. Comparison of information gains of ml models.

texts of lower readability ($XGT: Band 2), a large num-
ber of texts had Lensear Write Formula scores between
15-20. Findings in Figure 2 suggest that higher readability
(5.18-6.38 on 1-10 difficulty scale) tends to be associated
with higher Flesch Reading Ease scores (38-85) and lower
Lensear Write Formula scores (0-15); by contrast, lower
readability of medical texts on infectious diseases (6.38 and
7.58 on 1-10 difficulty scale) tends to be associated with
lower Flesch Reading Ease Scores (0-38) and higher Lensear
Write Formula scores (15-20). The effectiveness of the other
predicator variables (the other 5 automatic medical readabil-
ity formula) was largely reduced compared with the FRE
scores and Lensear Write Formula. For example, in Figure 3,
most texts of both higher and lower readability clustered
within the value range of 0 and 20 of Coleman-Liau Index
scores, reflecting the limited effectiveness of this predictor
variable in separating medical resources of varying reading
difficulties.

With the Random Tree Model, the predictor importance of
Flesch Reading Ease (FRE) scores remains the largest pred-
icator (0.35). This was followed by Lensear Write Formula
(0.17) and Coleman-Liau Index (0.11). Figures 4 and 5 show
the decision tree modelling outcomes of the Random Tree
Model. Similar to the findings presented in Figures 2 and
3 of the XGBoost Tree Model, Flesch Reading Ease (FRE)
scores and Lensear Write Formula scores facilitated the auto-
matic classification process. The value range between 40 and
85 on the Flesch Reading Ease scale characterized the higher
readability of medical resources on infectious diseases (data
points marked by their group affiliation of 1 along the Y-axis
of $R-Scores). By contrast, the lower value range of 0 to
40 of the FRE scores proved to be indicative of medical
texts of lower readability (illustrated by their affiliation to
$R-scores 2 along the Y-axis). On the other hand, medical
resources of higher readability (clustered at the bottom of the
graph) tended to be marked by cold colors (dark to bright blue
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FIGURE 2. XGBoost Tree: Flesch Reading Ease Score and Lensear Write Formula as predictor variables.

FIGURE 3. XGBoost Tree – Coleman-Liau Index and Gunning Fog Index as predicator variables.

and bright green), indicating lower Lensear Write Formula
scores between 0 to 15. Medical resources of higher difficulty
(clustered at the top of the graph) were distinguished by
relatively warmer colors in Figure 4 (bright green to orange),
linked with relatively higher LensearWrite Formula scores of
between 15 and 25. Figure 5 shows the classification result
of the Random Tree Model using Gunning Fog Index and
Coleman-Liau Index as the predicator variables. Echoing the
findings presented in Figure 3, neither of these two read-
ability tools proved effective in separating medical texts of
lower versus higher readability scores based on the human
evaluation.

VII. DISCUSSIONS
A. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
The distinguishing value ranges between the Flesch Reading
Ease Scores and Lensear Write Formula scores underpin the
validity of the XGBoost Tree Model and the Random Tree
Model. Important similarities were identified: morphological

complexity (measured by average syllables per word) and
sentence length (measured by average words per sentence).
These were the key surface linguistic features in evaluating
the reading difficulties of health information on infectious
disease as the focus of our study. Distinct mathematical for-
mulas were developed for these readability evaluation tools
over the years which are widely used in health education.
There has been however controversy around the inconsis-
tency of the results generated by these medical readability
instruments. In our study, we used machine learning to
reassess the relative effectiveness and compatibility of differ-
ent medical readability tools when compared with the human
evaluation results which were closest to the actual reading
experience of the target readership, that is, young adults
(18-25) from non-English speaking families, advanced
bilingual skills, high education level, yet limited medi-
cal knowledge of infectious diseases. Our study suggests
that existing controversy around the inconsistency among
readability evaluation tools can be effectively clarified by
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FIGURE 4. Random Tree Model – Flesch Reading Ease and Linsear Write Formula as predicator variables.

FIGURE 5. Random Tree Model – Gunning Fog Index and Coleman-Liau Index.

weighting the relative predicator importance of the
formula-based evaluation results in the iterative process of
ML training and testing using the human evaluation outcome
as the target variable.

B. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK
Health information readability assessment represents an
increasingly complex issue in health education research
and health resource development, given the use of English
as the dominant language in global health education and
promotion. Our study explored the effectiveness of using
machine learning to predict the readability of health mate-
rials for non-English speaking people, with a particular
focus on international students enrolled in tertiary insti-
tutes of English-speaking countries (Australia, in this case).
The selection of human raters from very similar language
and cultural backgrounds, the same age group (18-25), and
educational levels (university graduates) has ensured the
consistency of the evaluation results, and subsequently, the
precision, effectiveness of the machine learning algorithms

developed to predict the readability of healthmaterials for this
reader group. In future research,more experiments are needed
to develop models to predict health information suitability for
different people, as it is suspected that for diverse readerships,
the accuracy of the models may well vary. Further, readability
tools rely on a very small number of linguistic and textual
features such as average word length and average sentence
length. This has largely simplified the complex research topic
of health information accessibility. More linguistically rich
health information analysis is required to allow the discovery
of new linguistic interventions and methods to improve the
readability of health information for diverse readers. This
can be achieved through introducing more linguistically rich
text annotation, analysis using natural language processing
technologies.

VIII. CONCLUSION
For infectious diseases medical texts available on the Inter-
net, the study findings reveal that a reader-oriented readabil-
ity assessment can be achieved through a combination of
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traditional readability formulas and ML techniques. The pro-
posed methods approximate the human rating results well,
as empirically demonstrated by high training and testing
accuracy of the ML. More importantly, methods from the
field of ML can be used to reassess and complement exist-
ing readability assessment methodology with a reference
to human evaluation results. And the existing controversy
around the inconsistency among readability evaluation for-
mulas can be effectively clarified by weighting the relative
predicator importance of the formula-based evaluation results
in the iterative process of ML training and testing using the
human evaluation outcome as the target variable.

Therefore, this study can shed some light on readability
studies to provide better customized medical services by
combining traditional readability formulas withML approach
as it can approximate human judgement results at a high
accuracy, and this can be a time and cost-efficient way to curb
the current public health communication crisis.
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